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1. Introduction
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Recent progress in superconductivity haa initiated a burst «f
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activity on (2 + 1)-dimenaional field theories. Basically, most of
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high temperature superconductors have been found to be layer-structured antiferromagnets.

Further

investigations have exposed

intimate relations between planar Hubbard systems and quantum
PHASE TRANSITIONS INDUCED BY THE AHARONOV-BOHM FIELD'

field models in three dimensions /"l, 2]. Particularly, i t is widoly believed that the nonlinear
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sigma model provides quite

a satisfactory baaia for studying quantum antiferromagneta in the
continuum limit /*3/»
The most peculiar feature of the three-dimensional

and
Sergey A. Naftulin

0(3)

sigma model i s the existence of two stable phases: the ordered
(Goldgtone) and the disordered (massive) onea fe-K]» The dynamically generated mass depends on the variety

ABSTRACT
The influence of the Aharonov-Bohm flux (<j>) on the order parameters of the
3-ditnensional Gross-Neveu model and CP w -model in R1 x Sl space is considered. It is shown
that the variation offluxcauses the order parameter oscillations and for the small enough length of
circular coordinate I < & these oscillations attended with re-ordering phase transitions (i.e. the
repeating transitions between the ordered and the disordered phases of the models in question).

0(3)

of external parameters,

e.g., temperature / 5 / , chemical potentials fbjt
tric fields flj,

background e l e c -

atoohaatio sources C&] *

I t seema reasonable that the Aharonov-Bohm (A-B) background
field Aiu

should affect vacuum in a striking fashion: in multi-

ply connected spaces, like
depend

on

R

*O

, the charged fields spectra

the Aharonov-Bohm (A-B) flux
(1.1)
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so that thermodynamic potentials are periodic in <-t> (oscillations
in condensed matter are discussed in Ref. 9; for relativistic models, see Ref. 10).
In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the A-B flux
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influence on the vacuum properties of the Groas-Neveu and the
t-r

in the cylindrical space

R

Note that Refa. 5-8 are concerned with

*S

(for a motivation

d = 2.

-2-

T

T

2. A Simple Example of the Aharonov-Bohm Oscillations.

of the choice made, see below).
Specifically, we denote

£

and aaaume

the length of

that

In thia aection we wiah to aet an inatruetive example of how
the A-B oscillation occur. Let us consider the a

= 3 Groaa-Weveu

model in the background A-B field givan by Uq. (1.2).

(1.2)

Tne action thua reads:
for the flux to take the form
(2.1)
We show that, at i, leea than certain £-r

, the A-B flux
where

J = 4 . „ /v

oauaea phase transitions (which will be referred to aa re-ordering
A-B

oscillations).

We derive an explicit formula for the critical

flux value and present the corresponding phase diagrams.
The

d

» 3 Gross-Kevsu model (unlike the

d

is a flavor index, Q

0
(~)(jC) is
quadratic in

- 2 one,/117)

is a coupling constant,

Q
an

T

auxiliary field introduced to make the Lagrangian
.

The analysis proceeds by f i r s t , integrating out fermiona,

does not seem to have any applications to the solid state physics

and then employing the 1/U-approaoh to expand the resultant effec-

(especially when the A-B flux is treated by hand),

tive action in powers of

it can still

be considered as a good toy model.
On the contrary, the

a

» 3

iary
C.P

model is much more

realiatic (just recall the equivalence between the
the
•
J

0(s)

fVJ=.O^6X

Consider the most common boundary condition on «S

U (l)

then the fermionic spectrum beoomes

r.

of doped antiferromagnatlc Mott insulators fzj'. Recently the cor-

Notice that Bq. (2.2) includes both ordinary ( c^* O1 mod
and twiBted { cf~Ty
ary

spin exchange Hamiltonian /137.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2 we set up a for-

malism and derive the advertized results for the Grosa-Neveu model.

mod

2IT

ft

23T

M

^
-4-

2T

[\4/.

equation with respect to the mass gap tYL :

The treatment, very simple in the case, offers a good guide to
much more cumbersome S e e 3 in which we analyze the

) fermiona

Now, we use Eq. (2,3) to obtain the effective action

responding hole-driving Lagrangian has been derived from the micro-

-3-

(2.3}

charges (see See. 3

The resulting model provides a reliable description

model.

:
(2.2)

t one can incorporate fermiona Pi2j

carrying both electric and internal

scopic

field develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value 4&y-=COnf&

Z/
Q'

, are electrically neutral and thus do not couple

to the background field Au

. One easily finds that the auxil-

with the fermions acquiring the mass

and

sigma models). Although its fundamental fields

= 1 ... A/

for details).

QP^~^

(£ (x)

station-

)

Since the integral on the right-hand aide ia linear UV-^i-ze:-1-

) and twinted ( at'= IT

gent, we introduce a cut-off J\. . Proceeding along the lines of

aa •£

tends to zero. The situation changes dras-

Ref. 15 one finds liq. (2.4) to have two different branches subject

tically for af-=y

to the value of the bare coupling

there exiatg the critical length

Qj. :
a
( i ) the "olasaioal" phase: m o « Of at
QA^=QC
( i i ) the "quantum" phase: rvio> O, at Q/J> Qc J
^ ).

> Qc

primary i n t e r e s t , we choose

at

for the

temperature T = 4l£.
&-=• 3

/17/. The critical temper-

Gross-Neveu model waa found in Ref. 18;

How does the A-B flux T

/1O, 19/.

affect the mass gap? It aimply

produces an extra "twist" giving riae to the "Casimir heating".

/Vtrt via

A

C

( 2 .B)

also note the similar M. va •£* behavior for 01 = 2

, Then the divergence on the right-hand side of Jiq,

(2.4) can be absorbed into

Consequently, at any c/

a.

(2.5)

where varying *P

, there exists a region C ~ i-c

oauaea oscillations between the two phases.

These can be viewed aa the A-B oscillations of the critical length

Ho other divergencea will bother ua since the model under consideration

as those
ature

used for the renormalizatlon procedure.
of

decreases along with

It is no aurpriaa because twiated fermions can be interpreted

c a

Recall that the "vacuum" part of the effective action i s only
is

: the maaa m.

\jr;O)-O.

where fli.o ia the "vacuum" mass {in the senae that fi-O} 2- —*•

Aa the "quantum" phase

) fermiona. In the former case

4 f*P) *• Setting M^4 / «'/ C P) 1 '0 we arrive at

ia renorraalizable within the 1/N expansion £\5j,
The renormalized fermionic mass aa a function of the A-B
The corresponding phase diagram for ordinary (d^- 0)

flux *P can be evaluated explicitly:

ih

W

fermions

is ahown in Fig. 1. The maximum of the phaae curve corresponds to

( 2

£

=2-t*i"/Wto

• At C- •> t-^

only the maaaive quantum

phase is available.
where

<

Po-=-2iff€

ia the unit flux. Bq. (2.6) clearly expoeea

the effect of A-B oscillations /10, 16/: varying *P
"breathing" of the induced mass gap Wt
For large £

(i.e.

£,nio-S> i,

loads to

.

Fig.

2 exhibits the dependence ffl va ty for two typical

values of £, . The derivative of m

with respect to *P

becomes

infinitely large at the phaae transition point

) we obtain

e(=O.

(2.10)

(2.7)

Consider, for inatanoe,
that »t

va

U

*?= O

. One immediately finda

behavior ia sufficiently different for ordinary

Compare with the fact that in thin-walled superconducting hollow
cylinders, the flux quantization cauaea oscillations of the critical temperature C2.0],
-6-

-5-

T

r

T

Now we are ready to start our aasault on the C P
3. Be-ordering Oscillations in the

CP

model.

Model.

Let ua briefly recall the main features of the model (see
Ref. 21 for a good review). It contains complex ft/ -vector fields
an<

2=:C>0

i

an

auxiliary

U(i)

latter requirement i s , however, compatible with

on

gauge potential

V n (*)•

Classically, the latter Is just a composite field; at the quantum

Using Kqa. (3.1), (3.2) the effective potential
can be evaluated in a standard fashion; the resultant expression
is, however, too cumbersome to be presented here. (In fact, we
need the stationary equations rather than

level, however, it behaves like a true gauge field. Besides, we
introduce the background electromagnetic potential AM

*eXL

The stationary equation with respect to

M

Itself).
implies

(viz.
(3.3)

Eq. (1.2)) coupled to the fermionic field Y
and

4S. the charges corresponding to Vi^

» and denote Ot
and flu respeo -

The "vacuum" masa gap

tlvely.

Since long-range forces are only relevant to the possible

M

at \/*O) t~** <=>° ) i a

given by

A~Me

applications, we atart with the following truncated action:
where

S-

(i.e.

(3.1)

Oj^

(3.4)

is the bare ooupling, _A

to eliminate the UV-divergencea from

ia a cut-off introduced
\feft

/2,4/.

The previous two expressions are almost identical to those
of the Gross-Neveu model (of. £qs. (2.6), (2.4)). It aeema quite
natural that the conclusions drawn in Seo. 2 are atill valid for

In Eq. (3.1), we have ignored the ahort-range interaction (which
enforces
M

a t tiiB

Z'Z * T

olassical level) save that the mass

the

CP

~

model and this ia really the case. We will be brief

on this point rather focuaaing on the diatinctions to ariae.

be found at the stationary point.

Two different phases occur depending on the value of Ou

As i t was mentioned in the introduction, the action (3.1) provided

N-2

, r*t~O

, Qf^±4

gives a satisfactory de-

Ci) th« ordered phase:
at
~JT
( i i ) the disordered (quantum paramagnetic) phase: Mo>~0f

scription of a doped planar antiferromagnet / 2 , 137, where a threevector rt- = Z GS
netism vector ( &

should be identified with a antlferromagbeing the Pauli matrioes).

We asaume that the topology
ence
fields

RZ* S

and h,

QA^QC

•

Of

course, there are oscillations between the

two, although the arguments are not so t r i v i a l as in Gee. 2.
ia fixed by the pres-

of a thin aolenoid which creates the flux
*f

at

^-lA

. The

In everything to follow i t ie essential to realize that

in iiq. (3.3) ia by no means at our disposal. Recall that the field

muat obey the periodic boundary conditions
-8-

-7-

V

VJI

appears to be dynamical under the quantum treatment. Due to

r

fermiona into the model. The consequent extremum equation with
reapect to

the non-trivial topology, it condenses [2\J:

V

ia:

-bolt:
Tha mean value V
ment

that

, mentioned in Jiq. (3.3). is fixed by the require-

^ f f be minimized in

Thus no trace of the external flux

*-P

ia seen in Kq. (3.3).

Where do the A-B oscillations, if any, emerge? The answer to this
is simple: the mean value

V

(3.B)

V

ia driven by the flux * P

ia the unit flux, and the sum 2 -

where

over the fermionic flavors.

and

.'Ve r e s t r i c t ourselves to the following cases:

other ferraionic parametera, via the minimum equations with reapect

to

V

.

ia taken

(a)

A/

massless ( fn~O

) fermion aingleta (with Q,~ •/

each);

To make things more clear let us, for instance, switch off
thti fermiona. Since the background field

AM

is coupled to T

(b) a masaless (internal-) charge doublet ( &> = i
attached to the

CP

model (

N'— 2.

-/

)

)*.

(viz. Eq. (3.1)), we do not expect the maaa gap to "breath". The
Likewise in 5ec. 2, we wish to obtain phase diagrams. The
minimum conditions in V

yield
fl- Integer

(3.6)

so aa to cancel out the fictitious A-B flux — at

c r i t i c a l length

t-^

vided

M(€QJ — D

c- — Cc ,

can easily be derived from Eq. (3.3) prom After some algebra we arrive at

produced by the

O>

(3.9a)

"twisted" boundary conditions (3.2). Henoe the physical properties
of the model are independent of any specific

(3.9b)

o(. choice, aa it
where

should be by the gauge invarianoe.
Inserting Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.3) we obtain

H(l)'

costctt
ia the Lobaohevsky funotion/2^7. The variables

(3.7)

I

(3.10)
X

and

1/

are

given by

at

(.3.11)
i.e. the masa gap increases jnonotonically along with

1 ft

.

The reason for this is quite transparent: one can interprete

The analysis proceeds in the following fashion. One should, first,

aa the "Caaimir temperature" JLW, and tBmperature ia found to
make

Z

-field heavier / 5 , 2\).

Therefore, to allow phase transitions one Dhould incorporate

Aa it haa been discuased at the beginning of this section, the
latter case coincides with a model of a doped planar antiferromagnet,

-xo-

-9-

T

find the solution

U^Ut(x)

of riq. ( 3.9.) in order to define V

the

fermiona aa well

I) - &1*ty("t x y)

ao the function of the A-3 flux ^P ; and then inoert
into Eq. (3.3) to get

C^C^)

It seema reasonable for the case of the aupergymmetric

Using the identity f22j

one easily verifies that

(3.1S)

modol.

tj*(x)

are V

- periodic functions
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respective phase curves are shown in Fig. 3 (a, b ) .
As it is aeen directly from i!q. (3.3), the two phases coexist up to the length

£

=tQ.w2.{ MQ

(3.13)

(of. Eq. (2.8)) which corresponds to the maximum of each curve,
namely

"

v

'

-"•'

(3.Ub)

Henoe, Eqs. (3.9 ) do have physical ( i . e . at fuj^T/3
tions for the whole

A

) aolu-

range, ao the c r i t i c a l length. CaC*P)

exiata at any external flux

*P

, aa distinct

from the case of

the Gross-Neveu model (Fig. 1).
To summarize, we have shown that varying

^P

leado to r e -

ordering oscillations, i . e . the oscillations between the ordered
and the disordered phases.
Note also that the c r i t i c a l flux value
"twisting" parameter

of

ty

dependo on the

which la left arbitraty. The

o< -

dependence vanishes if we imply "twisted" boundary conditions for
-12-

-H-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Tho phn.no diry^i™ i'or tho d=3 Orosn-Uovou model irith ordinal,"
( oC = 0 ) Temiionf;.
FI0.2
'Typical

n( y ) boliavior for -bho a=3 Groa^-lfovou i.iodol ati

1;

1 = In2 / mo

2)

1 = 2 In3 / J,I8

TIIG pJiaao dia'TOTia for tho d=>3 CP .

- raodol. Aforementioned

( i ) and ( i i ) caeos are Bhoun in (n) and (bj reEpsotivoly.

m>0

o

7/6

1/e

Fig.l
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fig. 2

Fig.3a
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Fig.3b
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